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Impact of melt ponds on Arctic sea ice simulations
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[1] The extent and thickness of the Arctic sea ice cover has decreased dramatically in
the past few decades with minima in sea ice extent in September 2007 and 2011 and
climate models did not predict this decline. One of the processes poorly represented in
sea ice models is the formation and evolution of melt ponds. Melt ponds form on Arctic sea
ice during the melting season and their presence affects the heat and mass balances of
the ice cover, mainly by decreasing the value of the surface albedo by up to 20%. We have
developed a melt pond model suitable for forecasting the presence of melt ponds based on
sea ice conditions. This model has been incorporated into the Los Alamos CICE sea ice
model, the sea ice component of several IPCC climate models. Simulations for the period
1990 to 2007 are in good agreement with observed ice concentration. In comparison to
simulations without ponds, the September ice volume is nearly 40% lower. Sensitivity
studies within the range of uncertainty reveal that, of the parameters pertinent to the present
melt pond parameterization and for our prescribed atmospheric and oceanic forcing,
variations of optical properties and the amount of snowfall have the strongest impact on sea
ice extent and volume. We conclude that melt ponds will play an increasingly important
role in the melting of the Arctic ice cover and their incorporation in the sea ice component
of Global Circulation Models is essential for accurate future sea ice forecasts.

Citation: Flocco, D., D. Schroeder, D. L. Feltham, and E. C. Hunke (2012), Impact of melt ponds on Arctic sea ice simulations
from 1990 to 2007, J. Geophys. Res., 117, C09032, doi:10.1029/2012JC008195.

1. Introduction

[2] The rate of decline of Arctic summer sea ice extent
has increased in recent years. Continuous satellite records
from 1979 show that the five lowest extents occurred during
the last five years (2007 to 2011) (announcement of the
National Snow and Ice Data Center [1998], updated 2006).
Estimates of sea ice thickness based on satellite altimetry
[Laxon et al., 2003; Giles et al., 2008] reveal a reduction in
ice thickness, too. It has been suggested that 2010 had the
lowest Arctic sea ice volume since records began [Schweiger
et al., 2011]. Ensemble climate prediction studies using
Global Climate Models (GCMs), such as the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) AR4 study, are
unable to simulate the observed rapid reduction of sea ice
extent [Stroeve et al., 2007]. This shortcoming suggests a
need for model improvements.

[3] Global warming is intensified in polar regions due to
the albedo feedback mechanism [Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, 2007]. The importance of the albedo-
feedback mechanism to the evolution of the sea ice cover
presents a problem for GCM simulations because they do not
explicitly represent melt ponds on the surface of sea ice. As
the melt season progresses, parts of the snow and sea ice
surface meltwater produced accumulates to form melt ponds
that can cover up to 50 to 60% of the sea ice surface [Fetterer
and Untersteiner, 1998; Eicken et al., 2004]. On flat first-
year ice the melt pond fraction can even rise up to 90%
[Perovich et al., 2011]. The albedo of pond-covered ice,
measured to be 0.1–0.5 [Perovich et al., 2002; Eicken et al.,
2004], is much lower than that of bare ice and snow covered
ice, which are 0.6–0.65 and 0.84–0.87, respectively [Perovich
and Tucker, 1997]. Since the ice concentration in the interior
Arctic is high (>85%), melt ponds contribute significantly to
the area-averaged albedo [Eicken et al., 2004; Maslanik
et al., 2007; Perovich et al., 2007]. Because GCMs do not
include melt ponds, they often tune the albedo to produce
realistic ice extents [e.g., Eisenman et al., 2007]. However,
this tuning takes no account of the changing nature, and
particularly the changing topography, of the ice cover [Kwok
et al., 2009], or of natural variability.
[4] Field observations of melt ponds provide information

on how ponds form and evolve throughout the melt season,
until they freeze over in autumn. Melt ponds are typically 5 to
10 m wide and 15 to 50 cm deep [Perovich et al., 2009]. Dye
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tracer experiments [e.g., Eicken et al., 2002], demonstrate
that surface meltwater can travel horizontally several hundred
meters to reach topographic lows. Recently, Polashenski et al.
[2012] have presented high resolution observations of pond
evolution that provide fresh insight into the mechanisms of
meltwater transport and drainage. Optical measurements
show that pond-covered ice transmits 3–5 times more solar
radiation to the ocean than bare ice [Perovich, 2005]. The
melt rate beneath pond-covered ice is up to three times greater
than that of bare ice. Shallow ponds covering a large area
enhance the total melting rate of the sea ice more than the
same volume of meltwater distributed into deeper ponds with
smaller area [e.g., Eicken et al., 2004; Lüthje et al., 2006;
Scott and Feltham, 2010].
[5] Due to different spectral properties between ponded sea

ice, bare sea ice and snow covered sea ice, pond fraction can
be derived from remote sensing data [Grenfell and Maykut,
1977]. Examples of pond determination from different
satellite data were published by e.g.,Markus et al. [2003] and
Tschudi et al. [2008]. Rösel et al. [2012] have presented the
first Arctic-wide multiannual pond data based on MODIS
satellite data.
[6] Various attempts have been made to model melt ponds.

Taylor and Feltham [2004] developed a one-dimensional
model of melt ponds which calculates the heat and salt
balance and includes a two stream radiationmodel. Lüthje et al.
[2006] developed a model to simulate the area evolution of
ponds. The sea ice floe is divided into square cells, inside
which pond height and ice depth evolve according to the state
of the surrounding cells. Skyllingstad et al. [2009] developed
a model for melt pond area on level ice. Scott and Feltham
[2010] combined the Taylor and Feltham [2004] and Lüthje
et al. [2006] models, and introduced many improvements to
develop a high fidelity model of melt pond evolution that
was used to explore the dependence of melt pond area on
topography and snow cover. Polashenski et al. [2012] provides
pond-scale observations with which the Scott and Feltham
model may be constrained and validated. This opens up the
possibility of developing a more physically realistic melt pond
model in the future. Flocco and Feltham [2007] developed the
first physically based model of melt ponds for use in the
sea ice component of a GCM. Flocco et al. [2010] implemented
the melt pond scheme into CICE and performed simulations
demonstrating the strong impact of the melt pond represen-
tation on the predicted sea ice thickness and extent. While
Flocco et al.’s simulations were designed to explore the role
that melt ponds play in determining the mass balance of
the sea ice, our study investigates the fidelity of CICE simu-
lations using our melt pond scheme.
[7] In section 2 the sea ice model CICE and our melt pond

scheme are introduced and new developments of the pond
scheme are presented. Section 3 describes our model config-
uration and the applied forcing data. The results are presented
in Section 4. In section 4.1 the simulated pond evolution and
distribution are shown. The simulated sea ice extent, sea ice
concentration and sea ice thickness of the reference run are
verified with remote sensing data in section 4.2. Sensitivity
studies in section 4.3 investigate the impact on the ice cover of
the melt pond scheme, the choice of optical ice properties, the
critical lid depth, the maximum pond area, the number of ice
thickness categories and the amount of snowfall. Section 4.4
focuses on the simulation of the minimum ice extent in

September 2007. In section 5, we present a discussion and
concluding remarks.

2. Model Description

2.1. CICE

[8] The Los Alamos sea ice model CICE is a dynamic-
thermodynamic sea ice model designed for inclusion within
a GCM. In its standard configuration, CICE includes 5 ice
thickness categories. The sea ice velocity is calculated from
a momentum balance equation that accounts for air drag,
ocean drag, Coriolis force, sea surface tilt, and the (divergence
of) internal ice stress. The internal ice stress is calculated using
the viscous plastic rheology of Hibler [1979], with artificial
elasticity included to aid the solution procedure [Hunke and
Dukowicz, 1997]. The redistribution of ice thickness in
ridging follows the work of Rothrock [1975]. For further
details, see Lipscomb et al. [2007].
[9] The CICE model solves one-dimensional, vertical heat

balance equations for each thickness category and snow, if it
is present. The sea ice heat balance equation is nonlinear to
account for brine content within the sea ice, and contains a
source term to account for absorbed solar radiation, and
is based on the model of Maykut and Untersteiner [1971]
using the energy conserving scheme of Bitz and Lipscomb
[1999]. The upper sea ice boundary condition consists of a
balance of shortwave, longwave, sensible, latent, and conduc-
tive heat fluxes when the ice surface is below freezing. When
the surface temperature warms to the melting temperature,
it is held at the melting temperature and the flux imbalance
drives melting through a moving boundary (Stefan) condition.
No surface freezing is possible. The lower sea ice boundary
conditions are that the ice temperature is set equal to the
freezing temperature, and a Stefan condition is used to deter-
mine either melting or freezing dependent on the difference
between the conductive heat flux in the ice toward the atmo-
sphere and the turbulent oceanic heat flux into the ice.
[10] The version of CICE chosen in this work, version 4.1,

uses the Delta-Eddington multiple scattering radiative transfer
model [Briegleb and Light, 2007]. Albedo values for bare ice,
snow and ponded ice are not prescribed but calculated from
inherent optical properties: extinction coefficient, single scat-
tering albedo and asymmetry properties, which can be deter-
mined from physical measurements of shape, number, and
size of ice and snow grains as well as brine, gas and precipi-
tated salts.

2.2. Our Melt Pond Scheme

[11] When meltwater forms due to snow and surface ice
melt, it runs downhill under the influence of gravity. Thus,
the topography of the ice cover plays a crucial role in deter-
mining the melt pond cover [e.g., Eicken et al., 2004; Lüthje
et al., 2006; Scott and Feltham, 2010]. In common with all
sea ice models within a GCM, CICE does not explicitly
represent the topography of sea ice. CICE uses a discretized
ice thickness distribution function [Thorndike et al., 1975]
with five ice categories in the reference configuration. We
assume that each sea ice thickness category is in hydrostatic
equilibrium at the beginning of the melt season, so that the
sea ice thickness distribution function can be split into a
surface height and basal depth distribution. For our melt pond
parameterization, we then calculate the position of sea level
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assuming that the ice in the whole grid cell is rigid and in
hydrostatic equilibrium. The principle for meltwater distri-
bution within a given grid cell and time step is, then, to take
the volume of meltwater (suitably modified by advection,
precipitation, melting, freezing, drainage and run-off) and
cover the ice thickness categories in order of increasing sur-
face height (accounting for saturated snow, where present)
[Flocco et al., 2010].
[12] As meltwater accumulates on the ice cover, a pre-

scribed fraction (we chose 15% + 70% � (1 � Aice) with ice
concentration Aice based on Holland et al. [2012]) runs off
the edges of the floes or through cracks. The remaining
meltwater sits on the ice surface and may drain vertically
through the ice and into the ocean while the hydraulic head is
positive (the pond surface is above sea level). The location of
sea level with respect to the ice surface is calculated at each
time step from a hydrostatic balance. The vertical drainage of
meltwater through the sea ice and into the ocean is calculated
using Darcy’s Law for flow through a permeable medium.
As proposed by Golden et al. [2007] the vertical permeability
of sea ice P (unit m2) can be calculated from the solid frac-
tion f:

P ¼ 3 1� fð Þ3 � 10�8

[13] Since the solid fraction varies throughout the depth of
the sea ice, so does the permeability. The rate of vertical
drainage is determined by the lowest (least permeable) layer,
corresponding to the highest solid fraction. From the equations
describing sea ice as a mushy layer [Feltham et al., 2006],
the solid fraction is determined by:

f ¼ cbulk � C Tð Þ
ci � C Tð Þ

where cbulk is the bulk salinity of the ice (3.2 ppt in this
work), C(T) is the concentration of salt in the brine at tem-
perature T and ci is the concentration of salt in the ice crys-
tals (set to zero).
[14] When the surface energy budget of a melt pond

becomes negative, the pond will cool down. It can be shown
[e.g., Taylor and Feltham, 2004] that ponds of all reasonable
depths (up to 2–3 m) will reach the freezing temperature
within a couple of hours. In our pond scheme, we assume that
a layer of ice starts forming at its upper surface immediately
when the energy balance is negative. The growth rate of the
ice lid (Hui) is calculated by the Stefan energy budget at
the lid‐pond interface with a linear approximation for the
temperature gradient in the ice lid:

Hui ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ki
rsL

DTice

s
t
1
2;

where ki is the thermal conductivity of the ice lid, rs is the ice
density, L is the latent heat of fusion, DT is the temperature
difference between the top and the bottom of the lid, and t is
time. Depending on the surface flux conditions the ice lid can
grow, partially melt, or melt completely. Provided that the ice
lid is thinner than a critical lid depth (1 cm in our reference
run) then the pond is regarded as effective, i.e., the pond
affects the optical properties of the ice cover. Effective pond
area and pond depth for each thickness category are passed to
the radiation scheme for calculating albedo. Note that once

the ice lid has exceeded the critical thickness, snow may
accumulate on the lid causing a substantial increase in albedo.
[15] See Flocco et al. [2010] for more details about the

pond scheme in CICE and Flocco and Feltham [2007] for
the continuum model of melt ponds.

2.3. New Developments of Melt Pond Model

[16] In comparison to our previous work [Flocco et al.,
2010] the following additional features have been imple-
mented into the melt pond model. Pond volume, pond area
and lid volume are transported as tracers on each ice thickness
category. While all three quantities can be modified by
advection, the total pond volume is preserved on each grid cell
when sea ice is redistributed between ice categories. At each
time step our pond scheme accounts for the new thickness
distribution in redistributing the pond volume. Thus, changes
in pond coverage due to changes in thickness distribution are
accounted for.
[17] The sea ice area can shrink due to melting and due

to ridging. In both cases, the pond volume over the lost area
is released to the ocean immediately. We prescribe the
maximum fraction that can be covered by ponds in each
ice category as a function of ice thickness hice as 83.2% -
hice * 2.4%, which was obtained from a fit of pond fraction to
ice thickness from a series of high resolution simulations with
a floe-scale melt pond model [Lüthje et al., 2006].
[18] In the current CICE model the melt ponds do not affect

the thermodynamics of the ice model except through altering
the albedo. If the heat balance is negative, a lid is forming.
Only while the lid depth is below a critical value of 1 cm are
optical properties of ponded sea ice applied. While the lid is
forming, sea ice beneath the pond starts growing simulta-
neously in the model. In reality until the pond has refrozen the
rate of basal freezing is limited because it is not possible for a
negative temperature gradient to form throughout the whole
ice depth, required to transport latent heat released in basal
freezing to the atmosphere. To conserve energy, the ice lid is
dismissed once the pond is completely refrozen.

3. Model Configuration

3.1. Setup of Reference Simulation

[19] An overview of the setup of our reference CICE
simulation is given in Table 1. All parameters are set to
standard values. While the CICE simulations of Flocco et al.
[2010] were designed to explore the role that melt ponds
play in determining the mass balance of the sea ice, our
study investigates the fidelity of CICE simulations using our
melt pond scheme.
[20] The simulation domain covers the whole Arctic and

the northern North Atlantic (see, e.g., Figure 1). While the
Hudson Bay and some of the Northwestern Passages are
filled, the main passage of the Northwestern Passages and
the Nares Strait are open. The grid is based on the ORCA1
tripolar grid developed for the NEMO ocean model with a
horizontal resolution of approx. 40 km [Madec, 2008].
Stand-alone sea-ice simulations are performed for the period
1980 to 2007 with a homogeneous initial ice thickness of
2.5 m, a snow depth of 20 cm and an ice concentration of
100%. After a spin up period of 10 years, the ice conditions
are fully independent of the initial conditions. Results from
the period 1990 to 2007 are evaluated.
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3.2. Forcing Data

[21] Atmospheric forcing data include 6-hourly 2 m air
temperature, 2 m humidity and 10 m wind velocity, daily
downward shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes and
monthly rainfall and snowfall from the ERA-40 based Drakkar
Forcing Set DFS4.1 [Brodeau et al., 2010]. Comparing
monthly climatological means (1979–1993) of the downward
shortwave flux with OMIP (Ocean Modeling Intercomparison
Project) Version 4 data [Röske, 2005] reveals major regional
differences. In the central Arctic the DFS fluxes are 10–40%
larger than the OMIP fluxes in June, July and August, while
over the northern North Atlantic the OMIP fluxes are larger
(see Figure 1). In order to obtain realistic simulations, we
multiplied the daily Drakkar shortwave radiation fluxes by
correction factors calculated from the OMIP climate monthly
mean divided by the Drakkar climate monthly mean (Figure 1).
This approach preserves the daily variability of the Drakkar
data on the one hand with the more realistic OMIP climatology
on the other hand.
[22] CICE contains a simple mixed layer ocean model

with a prognostic ocean temperature. The turbulent heat
flux from the deeper ocean into the mixed layer is prescribed
with climatological monthly means taken from a Community
Climate System Model (CCSM) climate run (b30.009)
[Collins et al., 2006] (Figure 2). Negative heat fluxes, which
occur in some regions during summer, are set to zero to
avoid cooling of the mixed layer. Climatological monthly
means from MYO-WP4-PUM-GLOBAL-REANALYSIS-
PHYS-001-004 [Ferry et al., 2011] are used for the mixed
layer salinity (depth of 3m) and the ocean current (depth of
23 m) (Figure 3). The initial ocean temperature is also taken
from the same reanalysis product.

4. Results

4.1. Pond Evolution

[23] Figure 4a shows the annual evolution of Arctic mean
pond area (fraction of sea ice area) as simulated in our ref-
erence run. Melt ponds start to form at the end of May, a
maximum extent of nearly 20% is reached in the climato-
logical mean at mid-July, and nearly all ponds are covered
with an ice lid by mid-August. The total pond area, includ-
ing ponds which are covered by a lid but not fully frozen to

the bottom, reaches a maximum of 33%. But only by
the end of September is the pond water completely refrozen.
The time series of individual years document a strong inter-
annual variability (Figure 4b). In 1996, the year with maxi-
mum summer ice extent, the maximum Arctic mean pond
area reaches only 14%. In 2007, the year with minimum
summer ice extent, the pond area fraction is larger with a first
maximum fraction of 23% in the second half of June and a
second maximum of 22% at mid-July. In between a colder
weather period causes some of the ponds to refreeze at their
upper surface. It is striking that 2007 is the year in which
ponds form earlier than in any other year between 1990 and
2007. That suggests that ponds might play a role in the
2007 event of minimum ice extent.
[24] In a climatological July – the month of the maximum

Arctic mean pond fraction – pond area fraction varies spatially
from 5% to 45% with maximum values along the ice edge
and minimum values over the thicker ice north of Canada
(Figure 4c). The pond depth shows a different pattern. While
the average depth is under 30 cm in most parts of the Arctic
Ocean, depths between 30 cm and 70 cm occur north of
Canada (Figure 4d). Depths of more than 1 m are simulated
during August (not shown). In 2007, pond area fractions of
up to 60% occur in July (Figure 4e). The values and the
distribution of the pond coverage are reasonable in comparison
to existing observation data. Fetterer and Untersteiner [1998]
observed higher ponds fractions of up to 60% on the flat first-
year ice and lower pond fractions on the more irregular surface
topography of multiyear ice. The spatial distribution maps
of Rösel et al. [2012] show pond fraction values ranging from
20 to 50% in July and August.

4.2. Verification of Reference Run

[25] Before we analyze the impact of the melt pond treat-
ment and other related quantities on the simulated Arctic sea
ice, we will investigate how realistic the reference CICE
simulation is with our melt pond scheme. Is the strong effect
of melt pond presence on simulated sea ice cover shown by
Flocco et al. [2010] still valid under more realistic settings?
Due to nonlinear feedback processes, sensitivity results are
more convincing if simulated ice properties are within the
observed range.We apply SSM/I (Special SensorMicrowave/
Imager) passive microwave satellites data calculated using the
Bootstrap algorithm [Comiso, 1999] (updated 2008) for sea
ice concentration and ERS radar altimetry data [Laxon et al.,
2003] for sea ice thickness.
4.2.1. Sea Ice Extent
[26] The climatological annual cycle of sea ice extent

(the area which is covered by sea ice with a minimum con-
centration of 15%) was calculated from monthly means of
CICE and SSM/I ice concentration for the period 1990 to
2007. To enable a meaningful comparison, only the area that
is covered by both model and observation is taken into
account. The resulting sea ice extent values (see Figure 5a)
are therefore smaller than those representing the whole Arctic
ice extent, since parts of the Canadian Arctic Ocean and the
area near the North Pole are missing. The comparison shows
that the simulated range of ice extent is within the observed
range apart from the winter months. The winter ice extent in a
stand-alone simulation is determined by oceanic heat flux
convergence [Bitz et al., 2005], here prescribed as a monthly
climatology taken from a CCSM climate simulation (see

Table 1. Setup for Our CICE Reference Simulation

Radiation
Delta-Eddington Scheme
[Briegleb and Light, 2007]

Advection Linear remapping scheme
Atmospheric Drag Roughness length: 5 � 10�4 m,

stability dependent
Ocean Drag Ocean-ice drag coefficient: 0.00536,

Minimum friction velocity:
5 � 10�4 ms�1

Ice categories 5 thickness classes (limits: 0.6 m,
1.4 m, 2.5 m, 4.6 m)

Melt pond scheme Flocco et al. [2010] with our new
developments

Rheology EVP with Rothrock [1975] pressure
formulation (ratio of ridging to PE
change: 17, e-folding scale
of ridged ice: 4)
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section 3.2). Thus, the marginal shortcomings (2% difference)
are likely to be caused by the applied ocean heat flux from
the CCSM simulation. The simulated range of summer ice
extent is narrower than the observed one. Comparing the time
series of September ice extent (Figures 5b and 5c) reveals that
the inter-annual variability is captured in our simulation,
but the negative trend of the SSM/I ice extent is missing.
4.2.2. Sea Ice Concentration
[27] Climatological means of March and September ice

concentration are compared with SSM/I observations. In

March, the overestimation of ice concentration in the Fram
Strait and in the Barents Sea is associated with an overesti-
mation of ice extent which was discussed in the previous
section. In September, the simulated ice concentration is in
agreement with the SSM/I ice concentration (i.e., to within
10%, the approximate accuracy of SSM/I data [Kern et al.,
2003; Meier, 2005]) for most parts of the Arctic Ocean
(Figure 6d). The ice concentration is underestimated along the
ice edge north of the Kara Sea, Barents Sea and in the Fram
Strait and overestimated north of the Laptev Sea.

Figure 1. Comparison of climatological shortwave radiation flux SWF (mean over period 1979 to 1993)
between DKAKKAR DFS4.1 and OMIP Version 4 data. (a–d) DRAKKAR shortwave flux for May, June,
July, and August, (e–h) OMIP shortwave flux, and (i–l) ratio OMIP / DRAKKAR applied as a correction
factor for daily DRAKKAR shortwave flux.
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Figure 2. Turbulent ocean heat flux from the deeper ocean into the ocean mixed layer from a Community
Climate System Model (CCSM) climate run (b30.009) [Collins et al., 2006]. (a) Climate mean for March
and (b) climate mean for September.

Figure 3. Ocean Current at 23 m depth fromMYO-WP4-PUM-GLOBAL-REANALYSIS-PHYS-001-004
[Ferry et al., 2011]: (a) climate mean for March and (b) climate mean for September.
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Figure 4
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4.2.3. Sea Ice Thickness
[28] Climatological monthly means of ice thickness are

calculated from our simulation over the period 1990 to 2007
and from ERS [Laxon et al., 2003] over the period 1993 to
2003. In March, the ice thickness ranges from 20 cm in the
southern Barents Sea, via 2 m close to the North Pole, to
more than 5 m along the Canadian coast in our reference
simulation (Figure 7a). For most regions this is approxi-
mately 1 m less than is observed (see Figure 7b), although
we note that 1 m is not far above the uncertainty of laser ice
thickness retrieval which amounts to 76 cm (see Giles et al.
[2007] for an error analysis). In the Barents Sea and the
Fram Strait our simulation underestimates the ERS thickness
by 2 m to 3 m. On the other hand, the ice thickness is
overestimated at some parts north of Canada. This is likely
to be caused by not resolving all sea passages. In September,

the ice is 0.5 m to 1.5 m thinner than during winter and apart
from a few areas north of Canada is in agreement with the
observation.
[29] In general, the climatology of the reference CICE

simulation with our melt pond scheme is in good agree-
ment with observed ice extent and concentration and in rea-
sonable agreement with observed ice thickness. The largest
discrepancies occur in the Fram Strait, where the ice is too
thin and drifts too fast, and in the Barents Sea, but these
regions are of minor importance for studying the impact of
melt ponds.

4.3. Sensitivity Studies

[30] All sensitivity experiments are carried out the same
way as the reference run except for the property that is
modified. See Table 2 for an overview.

Figure 5. Verification of sea ice extent in CICE reference simulation with our pond scheme by use of
SSM/I data: (a) Climatological annual mean cycle with minimum and maximum values. (b) September
ice extent from 1990 to 2007. A polynomial fit of 3rd order is added for the SSM/I extent. (c) September
ice extent anomaly from 1990 to 2007. The polynomial fit is subtracted for the SSM/I sea ice extent and
the mean for the CICE extent.

Figure 4. Melt pond area (fraction of sea ice area) and depth in the reference simulation. (a) Annual cycle of exposed pond
area for individual years, (b) climatological annual cycle (mean over the period 1990 to 2007) of exposed pond area and total
pond area (including lid covered fraction), (c) exposed pond area fraction and (d) pond depth for climatological July, and
(e) exposed pond area fraction and (f) pond depth for July 2007.
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4.3.1. Impact of Melt Pond Scheme
[31] What is the impact of the melt pond treatment on

simulating the Arctic sea ice? To answer this question, we
compare our reference run with three different melt pond
approaches. First, we artificially set pond area and volume to
zero. Second, we apply the CCSM3 radiation scheme instead

of the Delta-Eddington radiation scheme. Melt ponds are
not explicitly accounted for, but the albedo is adjusted to
observations (e.g., SHEBA experiment [Curry and Schramm,
2001]) that include ponds. Third, we apply the semi-empirical
Bailey scheme [Holland et al., 2012] in which pond area
and depth are parameterized as a function of the volume of

Figure 6. Verification of sea ice concentration in CICE reference simulation with our pond scheme by
use of SSM/I data: (a) climatological CICE March ice concentration, (b) difference between CICE and
SSM/I March ice concentration, (c) climatological September CICE ice concentration, and (d) difference
between CICE and ERS September ice concentration. The continuous line in Figures 6b and 6d represents
the SSM/I ice extent (15% contour line) and the dotted line the CICE ice extent.
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meltwater and the change of meltwater volume as a function
of surface temperature [see Flocco et al., 2010, section 2.3].
[32] The climatological annual cycle of sea ice extent

shows no differences between the four simulations from
October to June (Figure 8a). As expected the strongest impact
occurs in September with an average ice extent varying from

5.3� 1012 m2 (Semi-Empirical) via 5.4� 1012 m2 (Our pond
scheme) and 5.6 � 1012 m2 (CCSM) to 6.0 � 1012 m2 (No
ponds). The impact is smaller than those found in the previ-
ous study of Flocco et al. [2010]. Ice thickness and volume
are more strongly affected by the melt pond treatment than
ice extent (Figure 8b). The September ice volume is 40%

Figure 7. Verification of sea ice thickness in CICE reference simulation with our pond scheme by use of
ERS observation data: (a) climatological CICE March ice thickness, (b) difference between CICE and
ERS March ice thickness, (c) climatological September CICE ice thickness, and (d) difference between
CICE and ERS September ice thickness.
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higher in the simulation without ponds in comparison to our
pond scheme. The impact lasts throughout the whole winter
with a difference of at least 20% in ice volume and 20 cm in
mean ice thickness (not shown).
4.3.2. Impact of Optical Properties
[33] In most sea ice models interactions between snow

and ice with radiation are parameterized by different albedo
values. On the one hand, sea ice albedo can be tuned easily
to achieve acceptable results [Curry and Schramm, 2001;
Miller et al., 2007; Hunke, 2010], on the other hand, the
snow and sea ice albedo feedback might not be adequately
represented due to inconsistencies with the radiation phys-
ics. The Delta-Eddington multiple scattering radiative trans-
fer model prescribes the inherent optical properties: the
extension coefficient, single scattering albedo and an asym-
metry parameter, based on physical measurements of shape,
number, and size of ice and snow grains as well as brine, gas
and precipitated salts. The ensemble of these parameters
representing the sea ice optical properties are enclosed in a
dimensionless “standard deviation parameter” that can be used
for tuning [Briegleb and Light, 2007]. The uncertainty of the
standard deviation parameter allows physically consistent
modifications. We performed sensitivity runs by increasing

and decreasing the standard deviation parameter by 2 with a
positive value referring to a decrease of albedo (under typical
conditions a change of 2 standard deviations alters the albedo
of ponded ice by approximately 10%). The impact on clima-
tological sea ice extent and volume is substantial. Decreasing
the albedo decreases the August ice extent by 12% (Figure 9a)
and increasing the albedo increases the volume by 8% in
March and by 33% in September (Figure 9b).
4.3.3. Impact of Critical Lid Depth
[34] In our melt pond scheme we make an assumption

about a critical lid depth. If the ice lid on top of a pond is
thinner than the critical depth, the melt pond is active and the
optical properties of ponded sea ice are applied. If the lid
reaches the critical depth, the optical properties of bare ice
are applied. We have chosen a critical value of 1 cm in the
reference run and apply 5 cm and 2 mm in the sensitivity
experiments. While the local exposed pond area fraction can
be affected, the resulting impact on climatological ice extent
(Figure 9c) and ice volume (Figure 9d) is small (less than
10% throughout the year).
4.3.4. Impact of Maximum Pond Area
[35] The complexity of the real ice surface topography

does not generally allow the lowest ice to be completely

Table 2. Overview of All CICE Sensitivity Experiments

No Ponds Pond Area and Volume Zero

Semi-empirical pond scheme Bailey [Holland et al., 2012]
Implicit ponds CCSM3 radiation scheme instead of Delta-Eddington
Optical properties: �2R Varying optical properties for bare ice, snow ice and ponded ice by

two standard deviations resulting in an increase of albedo
Optical properties: +2R Varying optical properties for bare ice, snow ice and ponded ice by

two standard deviations resulting in a decrease of albedo
Lid depth: 5 cm Increase of critical lid depth from 1 cm to 5 cm
Lid depth: 2 mm Decrease of critical lid depth from 1 cm to 2 mm
Pond area: 100% Maximum pond coverage not limited
Pond area: 50% Maximum pond coverage limited to 50%
15 ice categories 15 ice thickness classes (limits: 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 1.9, 2.3,

2.8, 3.5, 4.5, 5.6, 7.2, 9.3, 11.9 m)
3 ice categories 3 ice thickness classes (limits: 1.1, 2.6, 7.2 m)
Snowfall: +33% Monthly snowfall rate increased by 33%
Snowfall: �33% Monthly snowfall rate decreased by 33%

Figure 8. Impact of melt pond treatment (Our pond scheme, no ponds, an implicit pond scheme (CSSM)
and a semi-empirical pond scheme) on (a) the climatology of ice extent and (b) the climatology of ice
volume.
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Figure 9. Sensitivity of climatological ice extent and ice volume on (a, b) optical properties (+2R indicates a
change by 2 standard deviations leading to an increase of albedo), (c, d) critical lid depth, (e, f) maximum
pond area, and (g, h) number of ice categories.
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covered with ponds given sufficient meltwater [Lüthje et al.,
2006; Scott and Feltham, 2010]. Therefore, we have to make
assumptions regarding the extent to which meltwater will
flow to the lowest ice. In the reference run, we prescribe the
maximum area as a function of ice thickness with a value
close to 80% for thin ice. Here, we test the impact if we
allow first the whole ice area and second only 50% of the ice
area of each thickness class to be covered with ponds.
[36] Figures 9e and 9f reveal that the impact on the clima-

tology of ice extent and volume is relatively small. If the
whole area of each ice thickness category is allowed to be
covered with ponds, the summer ice extent and the ice volume
decrease slightly and a reduction to 50% leads to a small
increase. The impact is smaller than in the previous study of
Flocco et al. [2010] in which the underestimation of summer
ice thickness increased the impact of maximum pond area
fraction on reducing the ice extent.
4.3.5. Impact of Number of Ice Categories
[37] An increase in the number of ice thickness categories

generally improves results, but simulations are more expensive.
Five ice categories are regarded as a good compromise and
applied in the reference run. We perform sensitivity experi-
ments with 3 and 15 ice thickness classes (see Table 2 for
details). While a reduction from 5 to 3 categories has hardly
any impact, an increase to 15 ice categories leads to a smaller
total pond area, which causes an increase of September
ice extent by 4% and of September ice volume by 28%
(Figures 9g and 9h). If the number of ice categories is
increased, the fraction of thicker ice is increased leading to a
slight decrease of pond area. Therefore, the maximum area
that is allowed to be covered by ponds might be increased
with increasing number of ice categories to counterbalance
this effect.
4.3.6. Impact of Snowfall
[38] The uncertainty of snowfall is quite large in all

atmospheric reanalysis products in the Polar regions [Seo
et al., 2010]. Due to its impact on formation of meltwater,
we include sensitivity studies with an artificial increase and
decrease of snowfall rate by 33%. An increase leads to a
reduction of climatological August ice extent of 10% and an
ice volume reduction between 8% (March, April) and 15%
(September) (Figures 10a and 10b). What causes the strong
impact?
[39] Figures 10c–10g present ice properties of one exam-

ple grid point in the central Arctic (near 82�N, 151�W) for
the summer 2007. At the beginning of June, the snow depth
varies from 25 cm (Run with reduced snowfall) via 40 cm
(Reference run) to 55 cm (Run with increased snowfall)
(Figure 10c). The snow has completely melted in all runs by
mid-July. Due to differences in the available meltwater the
maximum pond area varies from 28% (reduced snowfall) to
45% (increased snowfall) (Figure 10d); a similar response is
found for pond depth (Figure 10e). This strongly impacts the
ice thickness and ice concentration. At mid-September the
ice thickness varies from 40 cm (increased snowfall) via
80 cm (reference run) to 2.4m (reduced snowfall) (Figure 10f ).
While ice concentration only shrinks from nearly 100% to
90% in the simulation with decreased snowfall, it shrinks to
nearly 10% if snowfall is increased (Figure 10g). This example
documents that an increase of snowfall leads to an increase
of meltwater and, thus, to an increase of pond volume and
area, so that summer ice thickness and extent are reduced

more strongly. This is in accordance with the findings of
Scott and Feltham [2010] and is supported by the observa-
tions of Eicken et al. [2004]. During wintertime a larger snow
depth causes a reduction of ice growth due its insulation
effect. Both effects together are responsible for the strong
impact of changes in snowfall rate on ice volume (see
Figure 10b).

4.4. The Summer of 2007

[40] The 2007 sea ice minimum was partly the result of
previous years’melting and export that created a thin ice cover
vulnerable to natural variability in atmospheric and oceanic
conditions, and, in 2007, an unusual combination of warm
winds, promoting export and melting; clear skies, promoting
surface radiative melt; and advection of heat from the North
Pacific [Perovich and Richter-Menge, 2009]. In our reference
simulation the September 2007 ice concentration (Figure 11a)
is lower than the climatological mean (Figure 11c) in nearly all
parts of the Arctic with eastern longitude. In comparison to
SSM/I data, ice concentration is still overestimated north of
the Laptev Sea and the Siberian Sea (Figure 11b). However,
the area in which ice concentration is overestimated by more
than 50% is three times smaller than in the simulation without
ponds (Figure 11c) and twice smaller than in the simulation
with the CCSM radiation scheme (Figure 11d). Our pond
scheme causes an increase in ice melt during summer 2007.
As shown in Figure 4a, the largest pond areas during early
melting season occurred in 2007. The 2007 case demonstrates
the potential of a melt pond scheme to enable climate models
to simulate the observed strength of sea ice decrease.

5. Summary and Conclusion

[41] We have developed a physically based melt pond
model which simulates the evolution of melt ponds based on
sea ice conditions. This model has been incorporated into the
Los Alamos CICE sea ice model, the sea ice component of
several IPCC climate models. Applying the atmospheric
ERA-40 based Drakkar Forcing Set DFS4.1 [Brodeau et al.,
2010] and ocean forcing from a Community Climate System
Model climate run [Collins et al., 2006] and from ocean
reanalysis data [Ferry et al., 2011], we performed stand-
alone CICE simulations for the Arctic from 1990 to 2007.
[42] A comparison with SSM/I passive microwave satellite

data and ERS radar altimetry data shows that the climatology
of the reference CICE simulation with our melt pond scheme
is in good agreement with observed ice extent and concen-
tration and in reasonable agreement with observed ice
thickness. Comparing time series of winter and summer ice
extent reveals that the inter-annual variability is captured in
our simulation, only the trend in summer ice extent is not
represented. The inability of our model to simulate the trend
in reduced summer ice extent, for any choice of sea ice model
parameters, points to the conclusion that the reduction in ice
extent is due to coupled interactions with the atmosphere and/
or ocean (moderated by the history of the ice cover) and not
to missing sea ice physics alone. This coupling is, however,
strongly moderated by the sea ice physics: our study shows
that excluding, or inaccurately representing melt ponds arti-
ficially reduces the albedo feedback mechanism with signif-
icant leading order impacts for ice extent and thickness. In
general, it is possible by altering either the atmospheric or
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Figure 10. Impact of snowfall rate on (a) the climatology of ice extent, (b) the climatology of ice volume,
and ice properties of example grid point (82�N, 151�W) during summer 2007: (c) snow depth, (d) pond
area (fraction of sea ice), (e) pond depth, (f ) ice thickness, and (g) ice concentration. Snow depth, pond
depth, and ice thickness represent means over the whole grid cell.
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oceanic forcing, within existing uncertainty, to force our
model to replicate the negative trend in ice extent. We have
chosen not to do this because such a choice would be arbitrary
and would not shed genuine insight into the impact of melt
ponds. We do find that, in general, the CICE with our melt
pond scheme is able to simulate realistic sea ice evolution.

[43] In our simulation the pond season starts at the end of
May, a maximum average pond coverage of nearly 20% is
reached at the beginning of July and nearly all ponds are
covered with an ice lid by mid-August. Locally pond area
fractions of up to 60% are simulated over flat first-year ice
and pond depths up to 70 cm over the thick multiyear ice

Figure 11. September 2007 ice concentration: (a) CICE reference simulation, (b) difference between
CICE reference simulation and SSM/I, (c) difference between CICE simulation without ponds and
SSM/I, and (d) difference between CICE simulation with CCSM radiation scheme and SSM/I. The con-
tinuous line in b and d represents the SSM/I ice extent (15% contour line) and the dotted line the CICE
ice extent.
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north of Canada. The values and the distribution of the pond
coverage are reasonable in comparison to existing observa-
tion data [Fetterer and Untersteiner, 1998] and to the cli-
matology of Rösel et al. [2012] derived fromMODIS satellite
data. The annual variability of pond coverage is striking with
lowest pond coverage in 1996 (the year with maximum sum-
mer ice extent) and largest pond coverage in 2007 (the year
with minimum summer ice extent). This suggests that melt
ponds are of increasing importance in a warmer climate and
play an important role in improving Global Climate Models’
ability to simulate the future Arctic sea ice decline. Unlike
other treatments of melt ponds, our melt pond scheme accounts
for the ice cover becoming flatter (due to an increase of first
year ice) [Kwok et al., 2009] and thus has a greater pond area
for the same pond volume.
[44] Simulating the three-dimensional evolution of melt

ponds, Scott and Feltham [2010] showed that the snow depth
at the beginning of the melt season has a strong impact on
the melt pond and open ocean fraction. Our sensitivity studies
with an increase and decrease of snowfall rate by 33% con-
firms their result that an increase of snow depth leads to an
increase of meltwater and, thus, to a substantial increase of
pond area. During wintertime a larger snow depth causes a
reduction of ice growth due to its insulation effect. Both
effects lead to a reduction ice area and volume demonstrating
the importance of potential changes in precipitation for the
future Arctic sea ice.
[45] The sensitivity studies reveal that our results are not

strongly affected by the choice of a critical lid depth, the
number of ice thickness categories or the maximum area of
pond coverage in each ice category. This is a positive result
strengthening the applicability of our pond scheme. In con-
trast, the uncertainty of the albedo (caused by the uncertainty
of the optical sea ice properties) has a substantial impact on
the simulated ice extent and volume. One advantage of the
Delta-Eddington radiation scheme is that the uncertainty of
albedo can be specified based on laboratory measurements
of the standard deviation of measured optical properties
[Briegleb and Light, 2007]. Our sensitivity studies reveal
larger differences between the simulations with modified
optical properties than between our simulations with and
without melt ponds. On the one hand, the uncertainty and
impact of shortwave albedo provides an easy tool to tune a
sea ice model to achieve acceptable results [e.g., Curry and
Schramm., 2001; Miller et al., 2007; Hunke, 2010]. On the
other hand, it makes it difficult to prove whether modifica-
tions lead to real improvements. This can only be done by
studies with a fully coupled ocean – sea ice – atmosphere
model.
[46] Our sensitivity studies with respect to the applied melt

pond scheme show a smaller impact than found in the previ-
ous study of Flocco et al. [2010]. Their underestimation of
summer ice concentration and thickness increased the impact
of melt ponds artificially, whereas our sensitivity studies refer
to a realistic reference run. Nevertheless, the mean September
ice volume is 40% higher and the ice extent 13% higher in
simulations without ponds in comparison to our pond scheme.
Even in wintertime the ice would be 20 to 30 cm thicker in
average. Thus, the new simulations confirm that the incorpo-
ration of a melt pond scheme is necessary and crucial for
future sea ice forecasts.

[47] Our pond scheme is computationally efficient increasing
the computing time by only 10% (difference of total wall clock
time between simulation with our pond scheme and simulation
without ponds on linux machine using 8 processors). It is ready
to be included in a coupled climate model and it is planned that
it will be available in the next official release of CICE.
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